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Plural of nouns and adjectives in Spanish 

 Spanish adjectives agree with the nouns in gender and number 

o That means: Spanish adjectives may show a different ending to show when 

they are masculine, feminine, singular or plural. 

 Spanish rules for making plural are similar to those in English.  

 Most Spanish nouns and adjectives are made plural by adding S or ES. 

 Most of the time, when a Spanish word has an accent mark on the last syllable, it 

is necessary to delete the accent mark before making it plural. 

 A Spanish word ending in ‘z’ changes that ‘z’ to ‘c’ before adding ES to form its 

plural. 

o Examples: 

 Libro  = Libro + s = Libros 

 Ventana = Ventana + s = Ventanas 

 Sol = Sol + es = Soles 

 Corazón = (Remove the accent mark) Corazon + es = Corazones 

 Lápiz = (Change the Z into C) = Lápic + es = Lápices 

 Verde = Verde + s = Verdes 

 

Exercise: Provide the plural form for the following nouns and adjectives: 

Rojo (red) = ______________________ Azul (blue) = ______________________ 

Manzana (apple) = ________________ Limón (lemon) = ___________________ 

Escuela (school) = _________________ Estudiante (student) = ______________ 

Pared (wall) = ____________________ Maestra (teacher) = ________________ 

Oración (prayer) = ________________ Director (principal) = _______________ 

Voz (voice) = _____________________ Actriz (actress) = ___________________ 

Profesor (teacher) = _______________ Universidad (university) = ____________ 

Pluma (pen) = ____________________ Ciudad (city) = _____________________ 

Avión (airplane) = _________________ Televisión (television) = ______________ 

Brazo (arm) = ____________________ Puerta (door) = _____________________ 

Nube (cloud) = ___________________ Mar (sea) = ________________________ 

Silla (chair) = ____________________ _ Espejo (mirror) = ___________________ 



Review of previous lessons 

Complete the following statements: 

01. The Spanish language has 3 conjugations. They end in ______, ______, and ______ 

02. The characteristic of the Nosotros form is (s) (mos) (n) . Which one? 

03. Where do you find the city of Lima? ___________ 

04. The basic sounds of the ER verbs in the Imperfect Tense are (aba) (e) (ia). Choose! 

05. The Spanish number doce means (2) (12) (20). Which one? 

06. Who is the Mexican cowboy? (charro) (gaucho) (sombrero). Choose! 

07. The color red is (verde) (blanco) (rojo). Which one? 

08. An infitive verb, minus its ending, is called (stem) (infinitive) (future). Choose! 

09. The conditional tense takes the infinitive plus ia. (True) (False). Choose!  

10. The Spanish verb that takes the stem plus ia is called (Present) (Conditional) 

(Imperfect). Choose! 

11. The Spanish number quince means (15) (5) (50). Which one? 

12. How do you write 30 in Spanish? (tres) (treinta) (tres) Choose! 

13. Where do you find the city of San Juan? (Costa Rica) (Puerto Rico) (Chile) Choose! 

14. The Present tense, in Spanish, has 3 sets of endings. (True) (False). Choose! 

15. Which color is anaranjado? (Brown) (Orange) (Purple). Choose! 

16. Where was the Sombrero de Jipijapa originally from? ________________ 

17. The characteristic of the Ellas form is (s) (mos) (n) . Which one? 

 

Translate the following words of expressions: 

18 – Buenos días = __________________ 19 – Gracias = ________________ 

20 – Adiós = _______________________  21 – Baño = __________________ 

22 – Sesenta y siete = _______________  23 – Ojo = ___________________ 

24 – Cabeza = _____________________  25 – Madre = ________________ 

 



 


